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and culture. The school in fact is a means of strengthening
in a purposeful way the integration of the conscious. Thus
culture is the maximum of consciousness.
Now if we were to ask what would happen if there were
no schools, and children were left entirely to themselves,
we would have to answer that children would to a great extent
remain unconscious. What kind of state would this be ?
It would be a primitive condition ; that is, when such children
had come to adult age, they would, despite all degrees of
natural intelligence, still be primitive; in fact, savages,
somewhat like the members of a tribe of intelligent Negroes
or Indians, They would not necessarily be stupid of course,
but merely instinctively intelligent. They would be ignorant
of knowledge and, therefore, unconscious of themselves and
of the world. Beginning life on a very much lower cultural
level, they would differentiate themselves only slightly from
the primitive races. Such a descent to a lower level can be
observed on a large scale among the Spanish and -Portuguese
immigrants of South America, and also among the Dutch
Boers,of South Africa. This possibility of a regression to
the primitive stage rests on the fact that the fundamental
biogenetic law is valid, not only for the development of the
body, but also for that* of the mind.
According to this law the history of the development of
the species repeats itself in the embryonic development of
the individual. Thus to^a certain degree in his embryonic
life man passes through Ihe anatomical forms of primordial
times. The same law is valid for the mental develop-
ment of mankind. Accordingly, the child develops out of
an originally unconscious and animal-like condition to
consciousness; first to a primitive, and then slowly to a.
civilized consciousness.
The condition in the first two or three years of his life,
when the child is unconscious of himself, can be compared
to the animal state. It is a state of complete fusion with
the surrounding conditions. Just as the child in the

